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I. INTRODUCTION

Experts estimate that well-over half of the infrastructure needed to accommodate population growth in the United States, by 2050, does not yet exist. The demand for new, expanding infrastructure systems stems from existing funding shortages, necessary to maintain aging infrastructure, and worsening threats of infrastructure-failure. The risks posed by the United States’ underfunded and rapidly aging infrastructure are well documented. In light of these risks, the Trump Administration issued Executive Order No. 13807 (“the Order”) to facilitate drafting of federal legislation, which would improve the environmental review and permitting processes for infrastructure projects nationwide. The Order’s goals included identification of

1. “Infrastructure,” as discussed in this paper, refers to road and transit systems, along with such critical elements of the nation’s surface transportation infrastructure, including highways, bridges, and commercial rail. However, arguments made within apply equally to utility infrastructure systems (e.g., drinking water, wastewater, and energy).


methods to increase public-private partnerships ("P3s") needed to fund the maintenance and expansion of public infrastructure.6

The Trump Administration released the Legislative Outline for Rebuilding Infrastructure in America ("the Plan") on February 12, 2018.7 The Plan, which “[estimated to] stimulate at least $1.5 trillion. . . over the next 10 years,” advocates for limiting federal investments to under 20% of a project’s total cost, while also placing greater responsibility on states and municipalities to fund important infrastructure projects in partnerships with private-sector firms.8 In order to transfer the responsibility of planning, funding, maintaining, and operating major infrastructure projects to states, municipalities, and the private-sector, the Plan depends on P3 agreements meeting demands for funds, resources, and expertise.9 The Plan also emphasizes investments in rural, over urban-infrastructure, and roadways, over transit-systems—policies that are likely to promote sprawl.10 Any legislation developed from such policies will certainly (1) shift the responsibility of funding infrastructure projects from the federal government to private sources, (2) increase the need for P3s between both state- and local governments and private-developers, and (3) move away from recent federal Smart Growth policies.11

6. Id. at 40,463.
8. See id. at i, 3, 5.
10. See id. at 5–7. Although the Plan does discuss elimination of federal law that constrains funds available for capital transit projects, this single addition does little to counteract the overall policy. See id. at 20–25; see also Patricia E. Salkin, Smart Growth and Sustainable Development: Threads of a National Land Use Policy, 36 VAL. U. L. REV. 381, 385–86 (2002).
Although subsequent political and economic events decreased the likelihood of comprehensive infrastructure legislation, executive and administrative actions have already reduced or eliminated federal funding for infrastructure projects. Regardless of whether the federal government takes legislative action, the nation’s infrastructure continues to age and continues to threaten environmental, economic, and physical harm to the public. The responsibility to fund public infrastructure projects will likely continue to fall on cash-strapped states. Therefore, states and municipalities will need to enter into P3 agreements in order to fund infrastructure development, while also considering necessary protections to the public’s environmental and economic interests from risks associated with such agreements.

Inspired by the Plan’s infrastructure policy, this Note discusses the strengths and weaknesses of modern P3 agreements used for public infrastructure projects, and legislative options states have to support P3 use for the protection of the public’s environmental and economic interests. Tools like P3 and Smart Growth legislation help states prepare for the management of


14. See REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 5.
these often-competing positions. A review of the Plan and existing federal Smart Growth policy reveals how the Plan failed to integrate Smart Growth principles to address common weaknesses of P3 use, such as, limited public input, inappropriate projects, and projects that promote sprawl.\textsuperscript{15}

In order to facilitate infrastructure development that integrates both P3s and Smart Growth, states can incorporate Smart Growth policies into new or amended P3 legislation or adopt separate, but complementary, legislation. An analysis of a recent P3 agreement in Maryland provides further instruction on how P3 and Smart Growth laws and policies interact with states and municipalities. This interaction can protect the public’s environmental and economic interests to the greatest extent possible when forming P3 agreements. Further, these tools may be implemented regardless of whether federal infrastructure development legislation is successful or current federal Smart Growth policy continues.

II. THE PROBLEM OF AMERICAN INFRASTRUCTURE

The United States’ most visible infrastructure systems are arguably the nation’s 4 million miles of streets, roads, and highways.\textsuperscript{16} Vehicle-miles traveled hit a record high in 2016, when people and goods moved over 3.2 trillion miles.\textsuperscript{17} Unsurprisingly, the most cited effect of inadequate maintenance and backlogged rehabilitation to the nation’s roadways are congestion and traffic delays.\textsuperscript{18} Increased traffic congestion causes road conditions to disintegrate faster, and poor road conditions increase automobile


\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Report Card}, supra note 3, at 76.

\textsuperscript{17} Id.

\textsuperscript{18} See id.
accident rates. In 2017, 40% of all urban interstate highways were congested, and 20% of highway pavement was in poor condition. The American Society of Civil Engineers (“ASCE”) reported that, “[a]fter years of decline, traffic fatalities increased by 7% from 2014 to 2015 . . . .”

Road infrastructure quality directly impacts the national economy. In 2014, poor road conditions caused traffic, which used 3.1 billion gallons of fuel, and delayed Americans by 6.9 billion hours, amounting to $160 billion in wasted time. The ASCE directly correlates insufficient investment in infrastructure maintenance to broad, negative economic impacts. The ASCE found that aging infrastructure causes every American household to lose $3,400 annually. By 2025, the ASCE predicts that infrastructure underperformance will cost the United States $3.9 trillion in gross domestic product (“GDP”), $7 trillion in business sales, and 2.5 million jobs.

Discussions about maintenance, repair, or replacement of existing roads and highways should concurrently consider the conditions and availability of transit systems. The earliest domestic transit systems, constructed in the late-1800s, were privately owned. As the automobile decreased transit’s profit

19. See id.; see also Rajeev Kumar et al., Smart Management of Heavy Traffic Urban Roads, 04 INT’L RES. J. OF ENGINEERING & TECH. 840, 841 (2017) (“[P]avement that can last for 10 years without overloading will last only for 6.5 years, if there is 10 percent overloading on an average. With 30 percent overloading, the same pavement will last only for 3.5 years. The situation has led to swif improvement in resiliency . . . .”).


21. REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 76.
22. Id. at 76.
23. FAILURE TO ACT, supra note 4, at 3–4.
24. REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 7.
25. Id. (citing FAILURE TO ACT, supra note 4, at 7).
26. See REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 88. Existing roadway maintenance is important for public transit because bus riders make up half of transit passenger. See id.
27. HIGHWAYS, BRIDGES, AND TRANSIT, supra note 20, at 2–21.
margins post-World War II, governments recognized the importance of facilitating sustained transit services. However, transit’s physical infrastructure (e.g., tracks and signals) currently represents some of the worst infrastructure conditions nationally. Thirty-five percent of guideway elements like tracks and 37% of stations reported by the ASCE are “not in a ‘state of good repair.’” Transit systems nationwide face a $90 billion rehabilitation backlog. These shortcomings pose severe risks to public safety and harm public perception of transit’s dependability. Although new lines are added annually, only 11% of Americans take public transportation at least once a week. This suggests that those who cannot access transit must instead rely on automobiles for non-walkable or non-bikeable distances. Without immediate and continued investment, Americans will not be enticed to increase their use of public transit, an outcome that would help relieve the burden on America’s roads.

Despite the clear and imminent risks, deep funding shortages persist. State and municipal governments struggle to secure the funds for “maintaining or rebuilding existing infrastructure that currently needs repair or replacement,” as well as, “building new infrastructure to service an increasing population that will reach 380 million by 2040, and the expanded economic activity and infrastructure use resulting from this growth and added

28. Id.; see also REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 88 (highlighting how even today, the nation’s transit lines continue to grow, providing 10.5 billion trips in 2015, or a 33% increase over 20 years).
29. REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 89.
30. Id. at 90.
32. REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 88–89 (highlighting 49% of American households remain unable to access public transit to complete basic tasks).
34. REPORT CARD, supra note 3, at 7 (“[T]he U.S. has only been paying half of its infrastructure bill for some time and failing to close that gap risks rising costs, falling business productivity, plummeting GDP, lost jobs, and ultimately, reduced disposable income for every American family.”).
demands.” The Plan offers one approach, a heavy reliance on the creation of P3 agreements. Though necessary to secure funding, P3s often limit public input and are not appropriate for every infrastructure project. Passage of comprehensive P3 legislation at the state level could proactively reduce the risk of harm to the public from inappropriate or unsuccessful agreements.

III. A HISTORY IN PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

A. Full-Privatization with Limited Government Oversight

History provides insight into the concerns associated with private investment in public infrastructure. Before the twentieth-century, the private sector exercised sizeable control over the infrastructure development process, ranging from project design to finance and operations. This era produced many major infrastructure advancements, but full-privatization produced “poor safety records, . . . labor abuses, corrupt business practices, and unequal distribution of services.” The balance of responsibility for infrastructure development, and maintenance shifted from the private-sector to the public-sector by the mid-1900s, as the federal government recognized “high-quality public infrastructure” as an important public-interest concern.

B. Government Controlled Design-Bid-Build Approach

From the 1950s until the late 1970s, the public design-bid-build (“DBB”) approach to infrastructure development created

35. FAILURE TO ACT, supra note 4, at 2.
36. See THE PLAN, supra note 7.
37. See Siemiatycki & Farooqi, supra note 15, at 288; see also Ballati & Robinson, supra note 15, at 32–33.
38. Matti Siemiatycki, The Global Experience with Infrastructure Public-Private Partnerships, 64 PLAN. & ENVT. L. 6, 6 (2012) (acknowledging that private entities were subject to limited government approval and monitoring).
39. Id. at 7.
40. Id.
“the Golden Age’ of infrastructure.” 41 Under the public DBB model, government agencies designed projects in-house in consultation with private engineers or planners. 42 The government then completed a competitive bidding process to choose a private builder able to complete the project to the government’s specifications. 43 Under this approach, the public sector considers its own criteria to prioritize investment and finances construction through government debt or bonds. 44 Rather than imposing new user fees on the public, these funds are repaid via general government revenues. 45

However, the DBB approach possessed shortcomings. Matti Siemiatycki 46 describes how the public sector’s involvement at different project stages created a “highly disaggregated” structure. 47 The public DBB model created multiple contractual partnerships between the government and public firms, such as design, construction, and finance firms, which caused financial risks to fall on the public partner. 48 Thus, infrastructure project design, construction, and operation, though publicly controlled, still struggled to protect the public’s economic interests. 49 By the 1970s, the public sector understood that large, critical infrastructure projects were often prone to “systematic cost overruns and construction delays, followed by poor service quality; construction not always of a high quality, leading to service outages or unavailability; and lower-than-expected financial returns, environmental amelioration, and social equity benefits.” 50 Fiscally-concerned political aversion towards public-sector debt soon limited the availability of public funds for infrastructure maintenance and expansion. 51

41. Id. (citing ALAN ALTSHULER & DAVID LUBEROFF, MEGA-PROJECTS: THE CHANGING POLITICS OF URBAN PUBLIC INVESTMENTS (Brookings Inst. ed., 2003)).
42. Id. at 7.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id.
47. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 7.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id.
C. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Modern Public-Private Partnership

Prevailing rhetoric in the late 1970s focused on government’s general inefficiency and the public DBB method’s failure to support the competition needed “to spur innovation.” Across the world, governments sold off publicly-owned, significant infrastructure operations in bus, rail, freight transportation, and more. At the same time, federally-directed deregulation efforts sought to foster competition amongst new private-sector partners. The mixed outcomes of the resurgence in privatization, as well as ideological disputes over privatization’s advantages, led many nations to halt plans for wholesale privatization. These debates revealed the need for a new model to successfully integrate the relative strengths of both public and private-sector participants into infrastructure agreements.

The contemporary P3 emerged from government experimentation since the 1980s with private-sector involvement in the different stages of public-infrastructure projects. Siemiatycki describes three basic characteristics of contemporary P3s: (1) the project provides both partners with some mutual benefit; (2) the private sector makes some contractual concession for a mix of design, construction, funding, and future operations; and (3) the project risks are conveyed to the partner most equipped to handle them. The National Council for Public-Private Partnerships (“NCPPP”) prescribes that all P3s require a contractual agreement between a public agency and a private

52. Id.
53. Id. at 7.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id. (P3 agreements can involve the private sector in one or multiple stages, including “design, construction, financing, [future] operation, and maintenance”).
58. Id.
59. See About, NAT’L COUNCIL FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS, https://ncppp.org/about/ [https://perma.cc/LS4U-F4SK] (“[The National Council for Public-Private Partnership’s mission is to] advocate and facilitate the formation of public-private partnerships at the federal, state and local levels, where appropriate, and to raise the awareness of governments and businesses of the means by which their cooperation can cost effectively provide the public with quality goods, services and facilities.”).
entity to share in the delivery of a service or facility for the general public’s use. This model excludes the public DBB approach that seldom involved “private financing upon which meaningful risk transfer [was] predicated,” and simultaneously prevents outright privatization (e.g., free enterprises governed through regulation and controlled by the private sector in perpetuity).

Experts consider “public-private partnership’... an umbrella term that encompasses a wide array of agreements whereby governments contract with private entities for the provision or delivery of facilities or services to the public.” Models of P3 transactions include Build-Own-Operate, Design-Build-Operate, Operate-Maintain-Manage, Design-Build-Finance, and the “full-fledged P3” referred to as Design-Build-Finance-Operate-Maintain. Another commonly used model, the concession contract, requires the public partner to concede some physical infrastructure (e.g., a toll road or bridge) to a private partner for a certain number of years in return for a single and


61. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 7.


63. Id. at 425–26 (“where a private contractor builds and operates a facility for public use or for the purpose of providing a public good, without ever transferring ownership to the government or public sector”).

64. Id. at 426 (“whereby the government awards a single contract to a private firm for the design, construction, and operation of a capital improvement project, but the title to the facility remains with the public sector”).

65. Id. (“[W]here the government contracts with a private partner to operate, maintain, and manage an existing facility or service.”).


67. Id. (“[T]he private company... designs and builds the project... partially finances it, then maintains and operates it for an agreed upon number of years. This takes... risk off the state while providing a better end product more quickly that the private company could also better maintain.”).
significant up-front payment. The private-partner recovers the cost of the upfront payment through collection of user fees (e.g., tolls or fares) during the concession period. The operation and maintenance of the infrastructure typically becomes the private-partner’s responsibility. Thus, a central benefit of P3 use for public entities is the transfer of risk onto the private partners. State P3 legislation should aim to ensure that contractual P3 agreements are structured so that risks and rewards are shared fairly between both parties via contractually dictated requirements for each stage of the project. Integration of Smart Growth’s public-interest supportive principles into state P3 legislation and individual P3 agreements could help ensure well-structured P3s for public-infrastructure.

Despite concerns associated with private investment in public infrastructure, another key strength of P3s is it approaches bipartisan reception at the federal and state levels. Prior to the release of the Plan, the Obama Administration undertook initiatives to explore the use of P3s to fund the nation’s infrastructure needs. Lawmakers interested in P3s, including members of the bipartisan Congressional Caucus on Public Private Partnerships (“Congressional P3 Caucus”), sought to understand the benefits and challenges with P3 use for public-infrastructure projects. The federal Department of Transportation (“DOT”) and Treasury Department subsequently hosted a summit on September 14, 2014, to gather recommendations on P3s. In

68. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 8 (describing a typical concession period that ranges between 25 and 99 years).
69. Id.; see also Hogan, supra note 62, at 426.
70. Hogan, supra note 62, at 426; Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 8.
71. Hogan, supra note 62, at 451–52 (discussing the importance of negotiating the concession agreement’s terms in response to public demands); Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 8.
72. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 6 (“[P3s] have been widely accepted across partisan political lines [and] in the United States, both Democrat- and Republican-controlled states have experimented with [P3s].”); see also Public-Private Partnerships May be Key to Unlock Doors to Potential Investors and Project Opportunities, 38 CONSTR. CONTR. L. REP. 1, Nov. 7, 2014, at ¶ 242 (discussing the Obama Administration’s support of P3s for infrastructure projects) [hereinafter Key to Unlock Potential Investors].
73. Key to Unlock Potential Investors, supra note 72.
74. Id.
75. Id.
response to the finding that a “lack of unity in P3 enabling laws at the federal and state level inhibited the use of P3s,” the Bipartisan Policy Center (“BPC”) published the P3 Model State Legislation (“P3 Model Law”). Based on an examination of P3 best practices nationwide, the four key components of the BPC’s P3 Model Law seek to: (1) enable P3 use in a variety of wide-ranging projects, (2) create a state office dedicated to providing P3 expertise and assistance, (3) standardize and promote best practices, and (4) protect the public interest.

Most states have embraced the P3 model in exchange for the promise of lower costs and faster project completion times. Through a mixture of legislative and regulatory actions, thirty-six states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico, have authorized some degree of P3 use for the development of public infrastructure. The value attributed to P3 models derives from “the belief that governments and firms working in meaningful collaboration will deliver major infrastructure projects that have better outcomes than any one party could deliver on their own.” For state and local municipal governments with limited funding sources, the P3 structure shifts the financial burden from

76. Id.
78. P3 Model Law, supra note 77, at 3.
79. Key to Unlock Potential Investors, supra note 72; see also Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 9 (citing Allen Consulting Group, Final Report: Performance of P3s and Traditional Procurement in Australia (2007), https://www.irfnet.ch/files-upload/knowledges/IPA_Performance%20of%20PPPs_2007.pdf [https://perma.cc/UCV5-2JJ8] (“With a significant number of [P3s] now completed and in operation, there is emerging evidence that [P3s] do in fact have a better record than traditional design-bid-build projects at delivering infrastructure on time and on budget.”)).
immediate, upfront costs to periodic payments, later payments, or onto the public through use fees.\textsuperscript{82}

Despite this widespread support, certain concerns are intrinsic to P3 use in public-infrastructure projects. While supporters of P3 agreements claim these models reduce costs, there are doubts about the transfer of financial risk and other financial benefits to the public partner. When a P3 agreement involves the repayment of some or all of a private partner’s concession payment through scheduled payments from the public partner, the government becomes subject to substantially higher interest rates than those applied to standard government borrowing.\textsuperscript{83} Furthermore, P3s may also result in higher base costs than projects delivered through public-procurement because, “the private-sector partner charges a premium for bundling various design and construction functions into a single concession and taking on greater risk.”\textsuperscript{84} Third, when investors recover their initial investments through user fees, concerns arise about investors that capture excessive profits.\textsuperscript{85} In such agreements, the private partner assumes the project’s revenue risk and public-partners regularly lose control over fee rates, service coordination, and integration of the project into the wider network—all to the detriment of public users.\textsuperscript{86} When repayment depends on tolls and user fees, disputes between a private-partner and a future government over an agreement made by the preceding government regarding user fee rates, service quality, and public desires to upgrade contractually-conceded infrastructure are common.\textsuperscript{87}

Another common concern with P3 use is limited public input. Commercial confidentiality requirements, a private partner’s desire to limit costs, and the contracting government’s possible interest in capitalizing on a one-time concession payment can collectively limit meaningful public input in contract formation and project development.\textsuperscript{88} Limitation of public involvement at

\textsuperscript{82} Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 8.
\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 9 (“This amounts to an additional $20 to $40 million in financing costs for every $100 million that the private-sector partner borrows over a 35-year concession period.”).
\textsuperscript{84} Id.
\textsuperscript{85} Id.
\textsuperscript{86} Id. at 10.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Siemiatycki & Farooqi, supra note 15, at 288.
conceptualization, planning, and approval stages creates transparency and accountability issues and risks the development of infrastructure that fails to meet public needs. The public’s social, economic, and environmental interests in infrastructure development are great and varied. Infrastructure projects, which consider how best to meet public needs from early development stages, are more likely to succeed at producing successful infrastructure that provide adequate financial returns. The possible influence of public input on a project’s success supports the need for state P3 legislation that seeks to ensure early public involvement and consultation in project development.

Critics further worry that contractual P3 agreements lack flexibility and create unstable partnerships. Siemiatycki states that, “a common critique of [P3s] has been . . . the risk of present decision makers locking in the policy options of future governments[,]” stifling future project innovation by making “it difficult or costly for governments to retrofit infrastructure . . . over time to meet changing conditions, public demands, or evolving policy objectives.” If key risks are not properly divided between the public and private partners and possible circumstantial changes are not provided for in the agreement, an unstable partnership may occur and require expensive contract renegotiations or a cancelation at the public’s expense. Examples

89. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 9.
91. See Hogan, supra note 62, at 452 (“The more responsive the government is to the public before a [P3] is signed, the less they will have to undertake costly renegotiation or similar measures after[wards].”).
93. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 11; Siemiatycki & Farooqi, supra note 15, at 288.
94. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 10.
95. Id. (highlighting the failed P3 agreement for the State Route 91 express toll lane project in Orange County, California, where financial or performance
exist where private-sector partners have sued to renegotiate after a project failed to generate expected profit and forced the public-partner into a buy-out before the end of the contractual concession period.\textsuperscript{96} Such occurrences have raised questions about whether the public-partner actually remains the ultimate risk holders under the P3 model.\textsuperscript{97} Successful P3 legislation would require P3 agreements to establish explicit policies for renegotiation in case of future changes in circumstances to ensure the flexibility of public-policy throughout the P3 concession period.\textsuperscript{98}

A fourth major concern in the formation of P3 agreements is the appropriateness of the P3 model for a given project. A review of the worldwide experience with P3s revealed that “public and private entities must evaluate projects on a case-by-case basis to determine whether a public-private partnership arrangement will benefit both parties and the community in meeting infrastructure needs.”\textsuperscript{99} One of the most common and sizeable mistakes made at the onset of a P3 project is the choice to use P3s on the wrong type of project.\textsuperscript{100} Arguably, the most recognized major infrastructure developed through government agreements with private companies are toll highways.\textsuperscript{101} Toll highways allow private investors to recoup their investments through high use fees.\textsuperscript{102} Infrastructure projects that present the opportunity for private partners to charge user fees and apply them towards repayment of the private investments are therefore more appropriate than projects that charge the public additional use fees for use of necessary infrastructure, which goes against the public’s

\begin{thebibliography}{10}
\bibitem{96} Siemiatycki, \textit{supra} note 38, at 10.
\bibitem{97} Id.
\bibitem{98} Siemiatycki & Farooqi, \textit{supra} note 15, at 288; \textit{see also} O’Steen & Jenkins, \textit{supra} note 92, at 302 (describing a successful P3 partnership as a thoughtfully-constructed business plan that clearly establishes the partners’ different responsibilities and provides a process for dispute resolution in case of unexpected challenges).
\bibitem{99} O’Steen & Jenkins, \textit{supra} note 92, at 302.
\bibitem{100} Ballati & Robinson, \textit{supra} note 15, at 32.
\bibitem{101} Id. at 31.
\bibitem{102} Id. at 30.
\end{thebibliography}
interest. Since delivery of an infrastructure project through a P3 approach requires significant technical and legal input that creates high transaction costs, prospective partners should determine early in the process whether the size and scope of the project justifies these costs.

No one-size-fits-all private funding model works for every infrastructure project. Even when the P3 structure is appropriate for a given project, success will likely only be achieved if both parties establish practical hopes and expectations. Rationally, another element in successful P3 partnerships is the government’s selection of a private-sector partner with the best “value” for the project. In this context, value means the private-partner’s long-term ability to fulfill contractual duties and obligations under the P3 agreement, not just the private entity that offers the “lowest bid” to complete the project. Some experts suggest that a P3 project will most likely succeed if both partners are willing to invest in extensive legal representation and consultations prior to reaching a concession agreement. Thus, P3s are considered neither “a panacea nor an inescapable recipe for disaster.” Their success turns instead on the thoughtful handling of the project’s specific circumstances in the formation of the agreement to ensure a fair outcome for both partners.

A persistent unfamiliarity with P3 models amongst municipal governments poses a final obstacle to successful implementation of P3 models in public-infrastructure projects. Among Sabol &

103. See Key to Unlock Potential Investors, supra note 73 (citing David Tanner, DOT Appointee Foxx Downplays Tolling Funding Solution, LAND LINE MAG. (May 22, 2013), https://www.texasturf.org/2012-06-01-03-09-30/latest-news/public-private-partnerships/351-foxx-downplays-tolling-but-fan-of-p3s [https://perma.cc/5NDK-FQ6V] (“DOT Secretary Anthony Foxx said he was in favor of using P3s, but that interstate tolling should only be used to add new capacity to the highway system and should not be viewed as a complete solution to the Highway Trust Fund shortfalls.”).

104. See Ballati & Robinson, supra note 15, at 33 (offering best practices stakeholders can use to avoid this problem); see also Key to Unlock Potential Investors, supra note 72.

105. O’Steen & Jenkins, supra note 92, at 302.

106. Id. at 303.

107. Id.


110. Id.
Puentes’ nine P3 recommendations to public leaders is their advice to assemble a competent and skilled public-sector team able to create and carry out informed procurement decisions while entering into P3 agreements. Two elements considered common in successful P3 partnerships are: (1) the existence of public-sector commitment to the P3 approach at all levels of government to promote “a stable, predictable, and reliable procurement process”; and (2) active and consistent public-sector involvement in the partnership, including monitoring of the private-sector partner’s performance through some form of benchmarking and specified evaluation methodology. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the responsibility to fulfill these roles and produce “official reports that evaluate the merits of using [P3] procurement for a given project,” often falls on local government planning, engineering, and legal departments.

The recent surge of interest in modern P3 models throughout the United States has not yet resulted in comprehensive “public sector understanding of the [P3] landscape.” Untrained and underprepared municipal staff are much more likely to fail to protect public interests in the formation, implementation, and operations of P3 infrastructure projects. In 2012, Siemiatycki reported that local municipal planners, lawyers, and professionals, less experienced with major P3 deals in infrastructure projects, were underprepared when first engaging with P3 deals. Although P3 guidance materials produced through bipartisan federal and state action have encouraged states to enact P3 legislation and regulations, a quarter of states have yet to implement P3 enabling statutes. Moreover, not all existing statutes direct state agencies to educate and train municipal


112. O’Steen & Jenkins, supra note 92, at 302.

113. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 6.

114. Sabol & Puentes, supra note 111.

115. Siemiatycki, supra note 38, at 6.

116. See generally State P3 Legislation, supra note 80 (inferring that fourteen of fifty states, or 27%, lack P3 enabling statutes).
governments to undertake contractual negotiations for P3 agreements to fund infrastructure projects.\textsuperscript{117}

In consideration of these shortcomings, comprehensive state-level legislation should seek to minimize financial risks to the public-partner posed by high interest rates and potential loss of control over fee rates and service quality. Legislation should also actively facilitate public input and consultation in P3 agreement formation (possibly through the integration of Smart Growth policy) and aid governments in their determination of the appropriateness of a given project for a P3 model. Lastly, legislation should provide for agreement renegotiation procedures in the event of unforeseen or unfavorable outcomes and facilitate the production of guidance materials from state agencies for local and regional governments to increase municipal familiarity with P3 formation, implementation, and operations.

IV. FEDERAL INFRASTRUCTURE POLICY

A. The 2018 Infrastructure Plan and Federal Smart Growth Policy

Before considering the lessons learned from existing state legislation, this Note will explore how The Plan fails to extend federal support for Smart Growth infrastructure development. The Plan presents a particular image for the future of the nation’s infrastructure. This image seems to present two messages: (1) that state and municipal governments should shoulder more responsibility for infrastructure projects and fill the void left by prior federal funds through P3 contracts with private firms, and (2) federal funds should prioritize rural infrastructure, with the Plan explicitly allocating “$50 billion in no-string-attached spending for communities smaller than 50,000.”\textsuperscript{118} The Plan, based

\textsuperscript{117} Id.

on its core beliefs, not only fails to address known risks of P3 agreements to government entities, but it presents a policy that would actively promote sprawl development, automobile dependency, and the further allocation of funds away from critical urban infrastructure. In doing so, The Plan ignores recent federal Smart Growth policy.

A central element of the Plan, the proposed Rural Infrastructure Program (“R.I.P.”), seeks to “provide for significant investment in rural infrastructure to address long-unmet needs. . . [and] spur prosperous rural economies,” and incentivize states to “partner with local and private investments for completion and operation of rural infrastructure projects.”119 Specifically, the Plan allocates $50 billion to the R.I.P to “expand access to markets, customers, and employment opportunities with projects that sustain and grow business revenue and personal income for rural Americans.”120 However, the Plan makes no separate allocation for the maintenance and repair of high-risk urban infrastructure.121 This type of policy will certainly channel infrastructure funds towards new development and away from existing urban infrastructure, exacerbating existing issues with urban transit systems.

The Plan’s emphasis on private funding and rural infrastructure expansion suggests that possible negative aspects of P3 infrastructure projects, including limited public input, the inappropriateness of P3 use for certain projects, and the promotion of and sprawl development, were inadequately considered. P3 legislation that integrates Smart Growth principles would consider these economic concerns. Explicit integration of Smart Growth review into state P3 enabling legislation, or the passage of separate-but-supporting laws, will aid states and municipalities in protecting public interests, both environmental and economic, when undertaking development projects via a P3 agreement.

119. The PLAN, supra note 7, at 5.
120. Id. at 6.
121. See generally The PLAN, supra note 7 (failing to make any specific allocation for federal funds besides those for rural communities with populations under 50,000).
B. Recent Federal Support for Smart Growth Policy

Land use and development policies are traditionally viewed within the exclusive purview of states and localities. Since the early 2000s, state and local governments have adopted different aspects of Smart Growth policy. However, many state and local infrastructure projects have been partially funded through federal grants or supported by non-monetary programs. Through these programs, federal agencies have supported state-level Smart Growth approaches to development and a de facto national land use policy emerged in the early 1990s.

The Obama Administration was the first to coordinate federal administrative policy on housing, transportation, and the environment to support Smart Growth implementation at all levels. For the first time, the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the Department of Transportation issued grants through their TIGER (Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery) programs, the CTP (Comprehensive Transportation Planning Grant Program), and other programs, for projects that supported Smart Growth principles.

122. Salkin, supra note 10, at 381–82 nn.1, 2 (listing state executive orders).
123. Id.; see, e.g., Ed Bolen et al., Smart Growth: A Review of Program State by State, 8 HASTINGS WEST NORTHEAST J. ENVTL. L. & POL’Y 145 (2001) (specifically examining California’s adoption of Smart Growth policies at the state and local level).
125. See GREGORY K. INGRAM ET AL., SMART GROWTH POLICIES: AN EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS AND OUTCOMES, LINCOLN INSTITUTE OF LAND AND POLICY ix, 7 (Gregory K. Ingram et al. eds., 2009).
Development ("HUD"), the DOT, and the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), worked together to allocate federal funds towards projects with inter-agency interests, including housing located in close proximity to transit and the development of infrastructure for transportation that helps reduce carbon emissions from automobiles.\textsuperscript{127} These actions arose from the desire to uniformly support sustainability at the federal level.\textsuperscript{128} The federal government also recognized that Smart Growth provided opportunities to reduce development and maintenance costs, while simultaneously creating new jobs in the process.\textsuperscript{129}

These federal agencies created inter-agency departments, initiatives, and grant programs.\textsuperscript{130} The EPA’s Smart Growth Unit became the Office of Sustainable Communities.\textsuperscript{131} HUD created the Office of Sustainable Housing and Communities to distribute grants, worth $140 million, to local Smart Growth endeavors.\textsuperscript{132} The DOT increased investment in urban infrastructure for high-speed, inter-city rail projects and coordinated with HUD to focus transit investment towards recipients of HUD investments.\textsuperscript{133} On June 16, 2009, all three agencies announced the formation of the Partnership for Sustainable Communities ("PSC").\textsuperscript{134} The PSC program coordinated “federal housing, transportation, water, and other infrastructure investments,” in order “to make neighborhoods more prosperous, allow people to live closer to jobs, save households time and money, and reduce pollution.”\textsuperscript{135} Review of agency websites suggests that the PSC program is currently inactive.


\textsuperscript{128} See id.; see also FIVE YEARS OF LEARNING, supra note 124, at 6.

\textsuperscript{129} FIVE YEARS OF LEARNING, supra note 124, at 12.


\textsuperscript{131} Federal Smart Growth, supra note 125.

\textsuperscript{132} Id.

\textsuperscript{133} Id.

\textsuperscript{134} FIVE YEARS OF LEARNING, supra note 124, at i.

Federal grant programs have been central to federal support of Smart Growth. Recent inter-agency grant programs included Capacity Building for Sustainable Communities (“CBSC”) and Sustainable Communities Regional Planning (“SCRP”). The CBSC provided grants to regional and local planning projects that incorporated housing and transportation concerns, and improved the ability for land use and zoning regulations, allowing for private-investments to support sustainable communities. The DOT and EPA issued SCRP grants to support urban and inter-municipal planning efforts that “consider challenges of economics, energy use, public health, and the environment.” However, both are listed as inactive in HUD’s 2017 Major Mortgage, Grant, Assistance, and Regulatory Programs report. Additional non-monetary programs have rewarded communities for Smart Growth achievements. In 2002, the EPA first presented the National Award for Smart Growth Achievement (“NASGA”). NASGA “recognize[d] and support[ed] communities that use[d] innovative policies and strategies to strengthen their economies, provide[d] housing and transportation choices, develop[ed] in ways that [brought] benefits to a wide range of residents, and protect[ed] the environment.” The EPA no longer presents the NASGA.

Despite the discontinuance of these grants and awards, the EPA still provides information about Smart Growth programs on its website. The DOT also continues to allocate grants towards

---

137. Id. at 103.
138. Id. at 104–05.
139. Id. at 103–05.
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capital transportation infrastructure development under the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (“FAST”) Act. In 2015, the FAST Act extended the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (“TIFIA”) Program, “which provided [f]ederal credit assistance to eligible surface transportation projects, including highway, transit, intercity passenger rail, [and] some types of freight rail False” The FAST Act “authorize[d] $305 billion over fiscal years 2016 through 2020 for the Department’s highway, highway and motor vehicle safety, public transportation, motor carrier safety, hazardous materials safety, [and] rail [investment].” Projects may qualify for TIFIA credit assistance if the project costs are equal to or in excess of $50 million or is a qualifying project type with a lower cost threshold (e.g., transit-oriented development, rural infrastructure, and local infrastructure projects). A recent project funded by a TIFIA grant that exemplifies Smart Growth principles, and infill development practices, is the Moynihan Train Hall in New York City. Thus suggesting that although the Plan lacked the influence of Smart Growth principles, federal support for Smart Growth policies still continues in some capacity.

While federal policies and programs related to the environment and transportation affect infrastructure development


practices, the power to directly regulate development and make development decisions remains predominantly with state and local governments. Leaving these powers with the states is logical. The majority of infrastructure projects concern local and regional systems and the communities that they serve, which means state and local governments are best positioned to determine the projects to prioritize based on the needs and interests of the effected public. For example, of the almost 56,000 structurally deficient bridges across the country, only about 1,900, or 3.4%, are located on the Interstate Highway System. However, smaller-scale, local projects are less appropriate for the P3 model than larger projects on interstate highways and transit-hubs. Thus, the shift in federal policy away from Smart Growth suggested, through the reduction in federal programs and lack of integration in the Plan, an increased need for state-sponsored Smart Growth legislation to counteract decreased federal participation. Integration of Smart Growth policies into state-level P3 legislation can help state and local governments ensure public input into P3 agreement development, determine the appropriateness of a P3 model for a given project, allow for the economic benefits of Smart Growth (discussed below), and help maintain the spread of Smart Growth development.

C. Why Smart Growth? How Smart Growth Addresses Disadvantages of P3 Use

When entering into a P3 agreement, the public partner “must protect the public interest and safety while finding ways to finance infrastructure projects.” By supporting public input and minimizing future maintenance costs through limiting sprawl


151. Infrastructure that serves large interstate populations can more easily support the integration of additional user fees and offer private-partners better returns on investments than local or regional infrastructure.

152. Key to Unlock Potential Investors, supra note 72.
development, the application of Smart Growth policy and practices to agreement formation helps ensure projects create desirable infrastructure to best serve public needs.\textsuperscript{153} Smart Growth practices also minimize environmental harms of infrastructure development by addressing unnecessarily wasteful and impactful patterns of human development.\textsuperscript{154} Despite federal support for Smart Growth practices, its principles and methods are largely derived from the sprawl-friendly Plan.\textsuperscript{155} State and local governments must therefore work to implement multilateral Smart Growth initiatives to help address the harmful environmental and economic impacts of P3 projects discussed above.

No universal definition exists to describe the group of development and land management policies known as Smart Growth. To the EPA, Smart Growth comprises “a range of development and conservation strategies that help protect our health and natural environment and make our communities more attractive, economically stronger, and more socially diverse.”\textsuperscript{156} Academics consider Smart Growth “a necessary, balanced land use planning device.”\textsuperscript{157} The Urban Land Institute’s (“ULI”) definition of Smart Growth reads “an evolving approach to development,” with the goal “to balance economic progress with environmental protection and quality of life.”\textsuperscript{158} Another organization, the American Planning Association (“APA”), focuses on the creation of community, equitable development, fiscal responsibility, and integration of long-range, regional, and sustainable development.


\textsuperscript{154} See Siemiatycki, \textit{supra} note 38, at 6–7.

\textsuperscript{155} \textit{The PLAN}, \textit{supra} note 7.

\textsuperscript{156} \textit{About Smart Growth}, \textit{supra} note 149.

\textsuperscript{157} Canuel, \textit{supra} note 153, at 309.

\textsuperscript{158} \textit{Id.} at 313.
viewpoints. Each definition reflects the underlying basis of the Smart Growth Principles.

The ten Smart Growth Principals form the policy’s methodological basis. P3 agreements that apply these principles during agreement-formation would consider the following practices: integration of mixed land uses, creation of walkable neighborhoods, preservation of open space and critical environmental areas, direction of development toward existing communities, provision of various transportation options, and encouragement of community-stakeholder collaboration. P3 agreements for infrastructure projects that adopt elements of Smart Growth will receive the proven benefits of these considerations, including, but not limited to, the expansion of economic activity and increased environmental protection.

Regulatory Smart Growth review can provide a list of factors used by parties to determine the adherence of a project to Smart Growth principles. Based on the mantra “Save Money by Taking Better Care of What You Have,” compulsory review can save public partners money by supporting the dedication of funds to the maintenance of existing structures and freeing limited funds for

---


162. See N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW §§ 6-0101, 6-0105 (McKinney 2010) (establishing the New York State Smart Growth Public Infrastructure Policy Act, which requires review of any infrastructure development for the maximization of “the social, economic and environmental benefits from public infrastructure . . . through minimization of unnecessary costs of sprawl development including environmental degradation, disinvestment in urban and suburban communities and loss of open space induced by sprawl facilitated by the funding or development of new or expanded transportation . . . infrastructure”); see also Heidi Mouillesseaux-Kunzman et al., New York State’s Smart Growth Public Infrastructure Policy Act of 2010: Implementation Through 2014 and Significance for Local Government, 17 CARDI REPORTS (May 2015), https://ecommons.cornell.edu/bitstream/handle/1813/55993/CaRDl_Reports-17-final.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y [https://perma.cc/UCC2-SGZT].
the maintenance and repair of existing infrastructure. States, municipalities, and private parties that support Smart Growth approaches believe these programs help grow state, regional, and local economies through strategic investment. The APA “recognizes the tremendous economic growth potential” of Smart Growth tools like infill development and suburban corridor retrofit that present “existing suburban corridors with the opportunity to create more efficient development patterns that allow for a wider variety of economic opportunity, access, and placemaking.” These funding and investment policies have been termed “smart lending.”

The environmental benefits of Smart Growth infrastructure development are also widely acknowledged. Smart Growth seeks to minimize future environmental harms of infrastructure expansion by addressing unnecessarily wasteful and impactful patterns of human development. The EPA states that, “development guided by [S]mart [G]rowth principles can minimize air and water pollution, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, encourage cleanup and reuse of contaminated properties, and preserve natural lands.” Furthermore, Smart Growth practices that promote compact development, safeguard environmentally sensitive areas, mix land uses, and support public transit can lessen the need for new infrastructure. The affordability of infrastructure maintenance and development relates directly to the unsustainable pattern of suburban sprawl. To address this,

163. APA Policy Guide on Smart Growth, supra note 159, at 1 ("the [APA] recognizes that maintaining, expanding, and optimizing the use of existing or prior public infrastructure investments resulting in more rational and efficient use of limited public resources and helps to preserve the natural environment"); see also SMART GROWTH AM., IOWA SMART TRANSPORTATION: SAVE MONEY AND GROW THE ECONOMY 2 (2011), https://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/app/legacy/documents/smart-transportation-iowa.pdf [hereinafter IOWA SMART TRANSPORTATION].
164. See IOWA SMART TRANSPORTATION, supra note 163, at 3–5.
165. APA Policy Guide on Smart Growth, supra note 159, at 1.
166. 1 JAMES A. KUSHNER, SUBDIVISION LAW & GROWTH MANAGEMENT § 2.12 (2d ed. 2019).
168. About Smart Growth, supra note 149, at 4.
169. Id.
170. SPRAWL RETROFIT INITIATIVE: THE CONGRESS FOR THE NEW URBANISM, THE UNBEARABLE COSTS OF SPRAWL,
the Smart Growth practice of infill development promotes the redevelopment of existing structures or development on already developed land. Another practice, transit-oriented development, focuses on mixed-use projects located near current transit infrastructure or where expansion of transit infrastructure is least impactful. Smart Growth legislation, regulation, and advisory programs that favor infrastructure projects that integrate these practices not only contain sprawl, they function to provide ridership and funding to transit systems, reduce automobile and road usage, and minimize the need for additional highway and roadway infrastructure. The benefits of Smart Growth policy and practices clearly possess the capability to counter the weaknesses of P3 agreements that can harm the public’s interests.

V. EXISTING STATE LEGISLATION: A MARYLAND CASE STUDY

P3 agreements and Smart Growth practices are both necessary tools in the modern era of infrastructure redevelopment. States have already begun to employ aspects of both through legislation, regulation, and administrative guidance. Past experience with P3s around the nation provides insight into the ways that P3 agreements for public infrastructure projects might inherently harm the public’s environmental and economic interests. To minimize these harms, state P3 legislation may direct state agencies to adopt specific processes for P3 agreement formation. Such regulations would aid municipal officials in


173. See SUZUKI, supra note 172, at 13–14 (discussing the substantial capital investments necessary to develop a transit system).

174. Bolen et al., supra note 123, at 5–8 (listing states by the Smart Growth efforts each had adopted up until 2001); Canuel, supra note 153, at 341–343 (discussing Maryland’s Smart Growth legislation and programs).
ensuring that the public’s environmental and economic interests are protected.\textsuperscript{175} State P3 legislation can also protect less-powerful players in infrastructure development, such as subcontractors and material suppliers concerned with inadequate payment assurances in P3 projects.\textsuperscript{176} As of November 2014, nine states “require the private-partner and the prime contractor to provide performance and payment bonds” on P3 projects.\textsuperscript{177}

Smart Growth legislation that requires regulatory Smart Growth review of all P3 infrastructure projects can further minimize harms to the public. In theory, P3 legislation can integrate Smart Growth considerations to address concerns with P3s, as well as shortcomings, such as the lack of federal funding support for improving and expanding urban-transit. The integration of Smart Practices into P3 legislation and regulation, or passage of separate but complementary legislation, will work to prepare states and municipalities to negotiate P3 agreements, that of which provide for public input in project development and prioritize compact development patterns. The subsequent case study of a recent P3 agreement in Maryland in light of the state’s underlying P3 and Smart Growth laws reveals final lessons on how state legislation must be structured to ensure reduction of public harms to the greatest extent possible.

Despite Maryland’s extensive history as a state leader in Smart Growth policy, it struggled to protect the public interest in recent state-level P3 agreements due to the structure of the state’s P3 legislation.\textsuperscript{178} A P3 law intended to bring investments to

\textsuperscript{175} Key to Unlock Potential Investors, supra note 72. Some P3 laws already direct contracting partners to contemplate protection of the public interest when providing for risks in P3 agreements, such as when a private partner fails to deliver. Id. An example would be if the private operator of toll road cannot pay and files bankruptcy, the contract provides how the toll road still pays at least partly for itself. Id.

\textsuperscript{176} 33 States, Including Maryland, Have Enacted Laws Authorizing Public Agencies to Enter into Private-Public Partnerships, 38 CONSTR. CONT. L. REP. 6, at ¶ 247.33 (Nov. 7, 2014) (this concern arises when P3 agreements are exempt from mechanic’s liens and payment bond requirements) [hereinafter 33 States].

\textsuperscript{177} Id. (The states that joined Maryland are Florida, Maine, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia, California, and Ohio.)

\textsuperscript{178} See Canuel, supra note 153, at 341–45; see also Pete Tomao, Larry Hogan Couldn’t Have Canceled the Red Line So Easily if a New Bill Had Been Law, GREATER GREATER WASH. (Mar. 1, 2016), https://ggwash.org/view/40913/hogan-couldnt-have-canceled-the-red-line-so-easily-if-a-new-bill-had-been-law [https://perma.cc/6WNT-RJXF] (discussing how Maryland needed new legislation
Baltimore’s terminally underfunded urban transit systems, HB 560 (Maryland’s P3 Law), instead became the catalyst for the cancelation of existing transit projects in exchange for the expansion of congested highways and the construction of high-speed toll lanes.  

Maryland’s experience with the application of its P3 legislation exemplifies how state legislatures should retain a check on executive control over state-level P3 agreements, and how explicit inclusion of Smart Growth review practices offers one such possible check and P3 laws should not be structured to avoid such review.

The use of Maryland’s P3 Law to fund and construct problematic high-speed toll lanes goes against prior Smart Growth policy in Maryland. Since 1997, Maryland incrementally adopted new programs and initiatives that became collectively referred to as the “Smart, Green, and Growing” legislative package under Governor Martin O’Malley, a Smart Growth-friendly Democrat. Some praised Maryland’s previous Smart Growth program before O’Malley for a structure that used incentives to encourage developers to focus development in Priority Funding Areas (“PFAs”), “communities and places where local governments

in 2016 to prevent Hogan from reducing state aid for transit projects and supporting highway projects that promote urban sprawl); see also Press Release, Martin O’Malley, Maryland Dep’t of the Env’t, Governor Martin O’Malley Announces Legislation to Reduce Global Warming Pollution (Jan. 23, 2009), https://mde.maryland.gov/programs/Pressroom/Pages/1165.aspx [https://perma.cc/4FBU-F9X2] (on file with author) (asserting that, prior to Hogan’s policy changes, O’Malley recognized climate change as a threat to Maryland’s public interests that mass transit improvements could help address) [hereinafter O’Malley Announces Legislation].
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181. Id.; see also Parris N. Glendening, Maryland’s Smart Growth Initiative: The Next Steps, 29 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1493, 1493 (2002) (discussing Maryland’s Smart Growth initiatives up until 2002); O’Malley Announces Legislation, supra note 178.
want State funding for future growth.”182 Critiques of the program’s success of directing growth into the PFAs influenced O’Malley to pass laws “intended ‘to strengthen and reinvigorate the fundamental tools of Smart Growth’” and “to protect the environment of Maryland, promote higher density development in existing communities, and to encourage sustainable growth.”183 Through this legislative package, O’Malley sought to support the expansion of transit projects and budgeted nearly $700 million towards the construction of the Red Line, a “proposed 14-mile east-west light rail line [intended to run] between Woodlawn in Baltimore County and the Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center in east Baltimore.”184 One may reasonably conclude that O’Malley signed P3 legislation with the intent of funding Smart-Growth oriented transit projects.

O’Malley’s infrastructure policies align with generally agreed upon Smart Growth principles that investment in roadway expansions through the addition of high-speed toll lanes offers only a temporary fix to congestion. Not only does funding extensive toll lane expansions fail to address aging urban infrastructure, but widened roadways return to pre-expansion levels of congestion in as little as one year due to the phenomenon of induced demand.185


183. Beste, supra note 182, at 83; see also Tomao, supra note 178.


Those who support this perspective say that decreasing the number of cars on existing roadways is the key to congestion reduction. Improving and expanding mass transit to increase availability and ensure reliability, increases transit ridership, helps to reduce the number of auto-commuters, and relieves congestion.

The Red Line Project never came to fruition because of the structure of Maryland’s P3 Law and the election of Republican Governor Larry Hogan in 2014. Passed in 2013 by then-Governor O’Malley, HB 560 authorized state agencies to “adopt regulations and establish processes.” Drafted by a Democrat-controlled legislature with a Democratic governor, Maryland’s P3 Law failed to provide any useful means for later legislatures or administrators to check executive implementation. Instead, Maryland’s P3 Law allows any sitting Governor to avoid the state legislature’s traditional budgetary approval powers by entering into major P3 agreements solely through Maryland’s Transportation’s Authority. In addition, Maryland’s P3 law did not require such projects to adhere to existing Smart Growth policies.

After his election, Hogan used Maryland’s P3 Law to facilitate the addition of hundreds of miles of toll lanes to three of the state’s most congested highways. Under the loophole provided in

187. Id; see also Anderson, supra note 33, at 2–4.
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192. Cox & Broadwater, supra note 179 (discussing Hogan’s plan to add four toll-lanes to I-270 at a cost of $6 to 7 billion, and to have Maryland finance $1.4 billion of toll lane construction on the Baltimore-Washington Parkway).
Maryland’s P3 Law approach, Hogan’s plans required approval only from the Board of Public Works, a three-member body comprised of the governor himself and two others.\textsuperscript{193} The P3 legislation allowed for private developer to offer proposals for how, when, and where to build the new lanes that require expansions into abutting communities, with no assurance of Smart Growth review to help ensure community involvement in the plan development process. To fund these agreements, Hogan also cancelled O’Malley’s Red Line project.\textsuperscript{194} Hogan relied on the immediate economic benefit of the P3-DBF model – that the agreement costs taxpayers nothing now – to garner public support.\textsuperscript{195} Support resulted despite either the agreement’s failure to consider a regional perspective, or failure to integrate public concerns into a determination of which infrastructure developments, through P3 agreements, could fix two problematic situations: the congestion on three of Maryland’s major highways and the inadequacies plaguing urban transit and state-wide rails.\textsuperscript{196} Thus, the prior legislature’s creation of a streamlined approval process for P3 agreements, which failed to integrate the state's existing Smart Growth laws, inadequately provided future legislative or administrative checks over the formation of P3 agreements. Ultimately, this process failed to reflect the Smart Growth-friendly policies of the drafting-legislature. Consequently, states should learn from this and seek to explicitly integrate Smart Growth review for individual agreements into P3 legislation and regulation.
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VI. CONCLUSION

With dwindling funds available for surface transportation projects, many governments depend increasingly on P3 agreements to finance infrastructure projects. In consideration of these shortcomings, state-level legislation should: (1) minimize risks to the public-partner posed by high interest rates and potential loss of control over fee rates and service quality, (2) actively facilitate public input and consultation in P3 agreement formation (possibly through the integration of Smart Growth policy), (3) help governments determine a project’s appropriateness for the P3 model, (4) provide for P3 renegotiation procedures in the event of unforeseen or unfavorable outcomes, and (5) facilitate production of guidance materials by state agencies to improve municipal familiarity with P3s. State legislatures should explicitly require Smart Growth review for all infrastructure projects to help provide a check on executive P3 legislation implementation and ensure the protection of the public’s environmental and economic interests to the greatest extent possible.